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This thesis comprises four parts.
In Part 1, a statistical theory of the finite-amplitude
effects in electron plasma oscillations is developed. This is
the field of study whose subject is more commonly known by the
terms turbulent phenomena. The phenomena of turbulent fluctua
in plasmas are still very poorly understood today, although they
have a grave consequence on the confinement of thermonuclear plai
Therefore, it is urgently hoped that the results obtained would
a breakthrough into the domain of these extremely intractable pr
Part 1 consists of two chapters.
In the first chapter, the method of redundant variables f
many-body problems is fully exploited in order to analyse, by me
of collective coordinates, the macroscopic turbulent electric fi
fluctuations in electron plasmas. The theory is based on a non
perturbational technique, which utilizes the statistical stabili
of the Gaussian distribution of random fluctuations. In this
spirit, an attempt is made to clarify the stationary phase distr
bution of large-amplitude long-v.ivelen^th longitudinal electric
field fluctuations, neglectiiiP:the effects due to thermal motion
of individual electrons; but the most essential feature of nonli
interactions between distinct modes is entirely retained.
In the second chapter of Part 1, an investigation is made
the energy distribution, in a wave number space, of the macrosco
turbulent electric field fluctuations in electron plasmas.
Oscillatory longitudinal electric fields are expressed by means
of collective coordinates as a system of coupled oscillators
with non-linear mode couplings. The model under consideration
is such an electron plasma in which finite amplitude plasma oscil-
lations are strongly excited through a long wavelength region and
are thus sustaining a quasi-stationary state. An attempt is
made to determine the energy spectral distribution in the wave
number space approximately, by checking on frequency-shift rela-
tions, but without lpoking into the mechanism of thermalizing
processes. It is found that the curve of the energy distribution
rises linearly with k up to a critical wave number. Beyond the
critical wave number which depends on the intensity of the turbu-
lent fluctuations, the curve rapidly falls off to zero as an
inverse square of k.
Part 2 is mostly concerned with the diffusion process of
plasmas across an externally-applied magnetic field. Estimation
is made of the diffusion of guiding centers of charged particles
across the magnetic field.
In Part 3 a tricky method is introduced in order to find
proper starting values for the numerical solution of simultaneous
nonlinear algebraic equations. The method is a new version of
the technique which is more commonly called the Monte Carlo
method. Particle physics analogue is fully utilized in intro-
ducing certain hypothetical potential fields which are constructed
from the given equations. Confirmation of the theoretical predic-
tion was carried out on a digital computer.
In Part 4-a method of the instability analysis of weakly-
2.
ionized plasmas was applied to describe the formation and orien-
tation of the equatorial (ionospheric) sporadic E layers.
The theory was found satisfactory in interpreting various observed
facts.
In the end, a summary is given of the results obtained in
the present thesis.
The theoretical results stated in Chapters 1 and 2 of Part
1 have already been published in the Progress of Theoretical
Physics, Volume 28, Number 3≫September 1962 and in the same
journal, Volume 30, Number 1, July 1963> respectively. Part of
the contents of Part 2 has also been published in the Japanese
Journal of Thermonuclear Research (Kajcuyugo Kenkyu)≪ Volume 3≫
Number 6, December 1959･ As for Part 3≫none of the results
are not published yet, but are scheduled to be contributed to
some authorized journal elsewhere. Contents of Part 4 are now
in press and will appear in the Report of Ionosphere and Space
Research in Japan in the near future as a joint work with Profs.
K. Maeda and H. Maeda.
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PAR'11 } .
A STATISTIC "I TIIE^hY C? TK-. FTNTT'"-T/TiLJ riTr)E EFFECTS
IN ELYTRON PLASHA 0 'CI).＼AFIC,>＼S
f
Chap+er 1. A theory of the turbulent electric field fluctua-
tions I. Men.n rate of fluntunti mq.
§1.1 Introduction
The plap.-newhich will be considered hereafter is the
electron plasma, in which ior.s ?re trsmt^^ to form a uniform
background of positive charge to keep the plasma electrically
neutral 83 a whole. Even such an idealized plasma ie capable
of a wide variety of oscillatory motions. W? shall assume that
neither external electric field n^r magnetic field is applied
during the evolution of the y'menomena, and ignore the existence
of radiation fields. These restrictions may be removed with
no great conceptual difficulties.
Sur^ros^ a sudden in-rulsive disturbance, say, an impulsive
and Rtror.g electric field, ＼p initially introiucpd ＼rtr-a plasma.
The plasma will then be subject to turbulent electric field oscil-
latiors. More exactly speaking, when such a large-arat>litude
electron plasma osciJlation with a certain wavelength (which may
be of the orier of the characteristic dimension of the plasma)
occurs, the oscillating elec+^ic field energy is split into other
decrees of freedom through .nonlinear int^-sctions. Thus, ?+ the
cost of the decrease of the ^ner^y in the original wave mole,
various other finife-amplitude modes are excited and finally,
after suoh a cascade process, the so-called turbulent Ir^gitudinnl
electric field fluctuations "re de-eloped.
Using a method similar to that of the theory of the hydro-
r
dynamic turbulence, we analyze such a turbulent electric field
fluctuation into various constituent longitudinal waves, each of
which is due to an organized motion of the plasma. Frequent
nonlinear interactions cause various elementary waves to grow
or decay, thus the resultant state made up from such an aggregate
of multi-component system of waves appears to be almost random in
nature.
It is believed that the best approach to this problem is
through the theory of collective behavior in the many-body problem,
since the long-wavelength electric field fluctuations of the present
concern are not due to individual (thermal) motion of the plasma
particles. We employ the so-called method of redundant variables.
Namely, we divide the total Hamiltonian for the electron plasma
with Coulomb interaction into three parts: H (collective part),
Hint (Partlcle~versus-collective interaction) and H (particle
part). Particle motions can be described as if they occur in
an external field due to H ; but, to make the quantities self-
C
consistent, another condition of restraint is imposed on the
relation between the collective motion and the particle behavior.
By this procedure, we can derive rigorous equations concerning
both the phase distribution of the fluctuation and the particle
aspect of the plasma.
We next subdivide the wave number region into
ko< kc < kd < <*>,
where kd is the wave number corresponding to the Debye wave-
length; k is a critical wave number which can be defined by k
and the ratio of +nf total fluctuation energy to the thermal
particle energy of the rlesna; end kp is th≪=wave number corres-
ponding to the characteristic dimension of the plasna system.
In the region (~kn. V.,) the collective behavior and the particle
aspect counterbalance each other; Vu+- in the long wavelength
region (k , ^ )t "the particle aspect givps no appreciable effect
and the mode-tc-Tiode ^ouplin? nonlinear effects are of vital
concern. This is fhe region whi^h corresponds to the inertial
subrange of the statistical hydrodynamic turbulence where the
mode coupling determine? its statistical properties r?r.deven the
energy dissipation plays no important role. In this region we
cannot neglect th13interchange of energy between the various
modes.
Next we examine the case in which the turbulent electric
field fluctuations are epa^ially b^nnogeneou? and stationary in
time. It can be sh^wn by a calculation of the characteristic
function that the phase dis+ribution is a normal distribution in
an asymptotic sense and that the energy equipartition holds appro-
ximately in the region (k , kO ･ Thu≪ by means of the quasi-
normality of the phase ^i^trjbuticn wp are able to obtain ≪
closed system of differential equation-t fron which the mean
speed of the ?hase variation of the electric field fluctuations
is derived. The lifetime of the irrefnjiarity in the electron
deriBity is also calculated. The units are e. s. u.
*7
§1.2 Method of redundnrt v^riaM^s
wor an electron r1 asna, where all positive ions are spumed
to be pmenred-out background, the total Hamiltoniarj of the system
comroseri of N p]ect^cn^ in r>vnixime V is riven "s follows:
j
whpre m is the electron mass, A'
r. the di^tRnce hetween the ,i
L V JTi'r- ) c(■t )




elections and +he last
term represents the Coulorob rctential ene^vry of the system.
Now let us intro^u^p a set of cancrical variables
rr> . where jo beLonsr^ t? a certain ppt of "$
&z ･
w^ve nuTDler? 1 fc-＼ - ^^e p<**' i %- J" ^^^prises all the wave
numbers, both -f £ and _ ^
f its rragnitude & ^=14 1)
bein?
ko < L <*.<.,
r ■ *, ■.
where k rorre?p ends tc +hp ＼ln-~a"1"di-nensjon under cor.si deration,
and V-, to the TVbye wsvelenrtb.
Ap the variables 2/ an3 K are not included
jn the original Hamiltontar, the rossible c^bit *f the sys+em
in (?N+ P V(-dimensional s-°ce must eerily witn, eo^.
(Xt ― CCm.sia.ytt = 0 ( I- 3)
N^xt, l≪?tus carry out a canonical tr^aRform^tior with a generat-























and the symbol "*" represents the complex conjugate of the quanti-
ty to which It i° attached.
Now, general relations 1p canonical transformation theory
Qi
At K. )

















The potential part contained in the or-IPins} Kami]^oniBn
3
can be expanded riporously in terms of our collective coordinate











represents the ccroplementary set which curtains pII
except th^se bet crying* to { A j . Ufk) i° the
Fourier coefficient of U(X^:
it
and U(:O = v'~X4 7U e
(t. /o)
＼/k In thp pres^n4: case of Coulomb-interaction
(e=electror.i<- char/?^-)-
Aq +He next e≫ter.we writ^ lic-vmthe newly-tr^rsformed
Hajniltonian with collective coordinates (in capital letters) an*
particle coordinates (in lower case letters). For mere simpli-
city, we do not put primes on those variables obtained after the
transformation (1,7). The Fumi.Itonian is then expressed aa a
sum of throe terms H , H^ and H int.*
H = H (
4 O















X ) = ＼ ex/?( - i k -x; ) ( constru-tnt
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's are the functlor.g of time t and if we
detailed varia+ion of pach r^ . then the be-






Furthermore, from the relation
f/reI m2) --^ j, (e<°)
k k k k p
ix)
―>
4 exb (-ik-X j
L I . t
c /
This drives the relation between the electrostatic energy stored
in rpace as a result of e^ec^ron plasma oscillatione and the
density fluctuations.
We have ^c far obtained rigorously the Hamiltonian which
constraint the pvo'utiin of *he collective coordinates;. Thus,

























Thua we have obtained a set of exact eouationa froic v^iich we
start our investigation through the present paper. The second
term on the right-hand aide of (1.27) represents the effect of
nonlinear interactior, i.e. mod^-to-rnode coupling between waves
hovine distinct w≫ve number vectors. r-.'hp third term is due




not the whole particle moirenti>-% but the momentum which haa been
transformed after the aforesrii transformation to extract a collec-
tive croDertv of electron tia^j.a.




In this chapter, we retime ~＼:rFelves to the reeion
) where the particle esp*≫f≫.:.s overshadowed bv the mo^* uj.^-
ling effect. Therefore v:c shall "aim;.!ate the aptroxirate vai ..*>
kc and find on what condition cur ^nt^^r idpnlizpd treatment
becomes realistic.
The deterrlnat.;:r. of k r＼ car. te carried cut b" roughly com-
paring the order o*1 "-.agnit^ae of t:e tw1 terms in .'q.(1.27)
Now
I a-T) A +
7.
K 2 - *? 7
txb (-
14-








(rather overestimated ! however, V are of the same order
as £ ).


















Then in case k ^ k , we may neglect fne effects due to particle
c c
motion in the region (k k -: as lon^r is we rr,avneglect the effect
we have no energy sink in (k ,k ) anr! we may presume that *he
fluctuation sner-y is equally distributed a^ong the moier which
are in the region (k ,k ). To determine the overall s3':pe of the
srectral distribution curve, the energy inflow or outflow through
ft
the wave number region k or k must be taken into account and a
theory including those particle aspects will be developed in the
chapter which follows.
Let us denote the fluctuation energy ex.'Btinpin a mode as
£ (per unit volume); then, since
<h
Ct.'O
(n=electron number density; we have made usa of the fact that





k 4 > ),
times? the number of decree? of
f^eiom in vV'^kj). i /■'^)
Thus we have, noticing that the relation k^-kp≪> ^d"^" fellows






Sj. =tota"l fluctuation energy per unit volume.
Cf. JO
―mntf =parti.el e ^h^rral e^er^y p~r unit volume,
j=3 for 3-dimensional case, and 1 for 1-^lmensi on^l o?a.
Unless the narticle dissipat i?n ie ccr^ider^u the slope (which
is due to a unidirectional eneryy flow in the wave number space)
cannot be determined; but in either the low tenp^r.^ture limit or
te
the large fli1?tuition energy limit (i.e. for the case or rather
cold plasma) the ^roperti^s revealed in the following
analysis ≫re not fpr from reality. The tyr.<=-f piarnra which sub-
mits to the present theory is the plasrnn which undergoes a sudden
disturbance and which takes a certsin appreciable lapse cf time
to effect thermal.1 zation.
§1.4 Statistical treatment of the fluctuations
A.? the Fourier -rjrr^r^nt ?/■-≫･ of ≪ turbulent velocity
k
field i? locked u?on as a random variable, so we regard the Fourier
components S~* , 'Z-^ as ■"endornvariables which have a frequency
^f> in the linear approximation, although the phases are
indeterminate.
The native f<".rintroducing the concent of randomness is
a)
quite arrilo^oup "to th°t of hjHro^ynaniicr.l turbulence; it follows
from the randomness of fluctuations '■hot*he Fourier co^ronpnt^ qr=
alpo random To see the average behnvi^r of the fluctuations, we
may make averaging operation? o"er the random v^ri^ble? by enclosing
them with brackets. e..=r.<C ** ･*"･ The 'V'/er-'igeis a spatial
average inasmuch as +h? fluctuations a1--3h?roaeneous in space.
Or, whax amounts to thQ same thing, the average is equivalent to
a time average because the r^ori'^ena of the ^resent study are a
random process stationary in ti^ne.
In what follows, we shall state that the Rtatistical dis-
≪*'to be
tributio''1 of the fluctuation can be asr-urn^cl quaai-normal. As
a matter of fact, we shall verify in what follow? that the quasi-
17
normality is a very prooeble ty^p of distribution and that such
type? 0*" diptribu +ion ere the approximate eolu+ions to the sta-
tionary cases of our interest.
3)
The clues to the verification ≪re found in Hopf's paper-
See for mor? d^tailn the account of his theory in reference 3.
He showed, by tracing the behavior of the c^ara^+eristi c function,
that the pbaap distribution of the fluid velocity ?on be aotuplly
normal, in the limiting case of 7<?rc v1°cor1ty er,i that the energy
equi p^-f-titionis devei^re^ in the w≫ve n riber rj>sce in such a tur-
bulent flow.
Fopf ?tat.e≫athat, in the n~din<=nsional u-epacj. H= (Ht ≪.-･-,
u ), de^'-tcd al3n by O^ , the ,J,i*"f.~renti°llav of the phaee






(' ^ 1 "' ^ v ;- ', Y) ≪
Q are as8U7iP'"i "^o be pe: "*:iO";hi s. I , tv p
hydrodynarjc^H ^rr>e the r->K>h+-har'i eidee ->f t.'U. 5i£fer≫r>tinl o^ ^ -
tione ^f pha^e r.ction a^° functional p >^f 8fr>ov ' die ^-oy ^ _ cc^xj








p tM denotes the "differential" probability wissft distil-
bution after a Inree of timp f from the initial instance. In
geriere1.it changes with time t. (If, however, the ＼mderlvin£
ph^se distribution le sta+iT.^ry, then +h^ averaf° of qny pb/ine
function stays c?r≫ptartin time ―-- thi0 is "'he preB^nt case.)
The characteristic function ^ of any phase distribution
P ($) eatiefies the linear partial differential equation





in which the expressions '^^ on the ri^ht are to be interpreted
as symbolic differentia] operators.
Now we sha]1 apply the above relations to the present
problem and find under what conditions the phasee £/ and of
permit a normal distribution which is also a stationary solution
a$/jt - o




The character ?ti^ func+.iori '-s:
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C /･ Y-0 )
(. /. * / /
<Lt
Hi
we have frcT> ^1,36)
3t

















to be negligible sre pj- rollows:
£ , v/p assert that the sufficient conditions for





is a dimension] epf? constant, then we would have
+o ensure that









A is r°;7jif" hi e f^r medium v?]up?
i = f + f + j5 +...
?
*>






>>e necessary: viz. ,
(3)
Therefore, vhe-v:the condition (M Is satirf i f≫dtthe characteristic
function defined in (l.41-)? whj rh rorresrcndr- tc. a ncrrs.?.]phaee
distribution. 1.3 one cprrcximate statio^^^y" solution tc Eq.(l>40
2.
'To ≪pc- the r.hvsicsl 'r&e.nir.g.of tv＼e?cn?4ant. ?C we
expand the cha'-e^t-ri stic function <J> in a T^vior sf-ripp:
then
F - 2-1 sG',-n %"*#"*

















<v ≫ ･ ･ V








f <l'p 1P > ZP 2P 1

























In other words, pince <, £-> S-> x is proportional to the
* k
energv allotted to ≪longitudinal mode -'-'ith 'vave vector
fluctuate
t
(cf. Eq.(l.3l))t Eq.fl.^2) sp.va tv>n+.the energy if equipartitioned
among various longitudinal rrodes.
Hence the sufficient condition for- the right-hand side of
(1.40) to vanish for anv y and z is, from (1.45):









£t &o =total fluctuation er-er~y,
u-iroZk-a =potential energy ictwefli a jnir cf electron^ spaced
U.Tt&0 apart,
'H**o =total numbp"^ of electrons.
Thus when this ccnuit^on cf lonf wavelength ( ^f.(i. *?3))or
high density (c". (1. Sd)} in met, the normal distribution i? a




We have muchly exaii^'-ic^. the rendition frr the validity o
the as£u<r: tion of the quf-si -r■orrnp1.ity of the distribution 5^^
f
≫
w* . vrom th"*s, w*> can expand rprroxim^ +ely, as in the caee
r>f a rur? normal fUstri hution:
Here X, Y, Z and v ptq either of or % V/t- nsV p
use of thp abov^ approximate relation between th^ fourth ord≫r
correlation and the cieoond ^o^relatiors, in ^r'ler tha+ we can
derive ° "1 oped oi'ste f> of ecu^i ti^ns. Th0 px^r.rsion is ^c^s^b] ^
for ar.v Ic.rve 'mr i +ud<? ph^rc-men0 ^o 'or.c p.°th*3 crr^ition (1.S3)
or (l.^i) i,=? satisfied.
New we sh-tvln men*.icn nticthe^ i^ror+an* property which p^rmj+.g
simp1.If ications ^pporally, wen ^ny "pndom variable, whj ch is a
space-timp furcticn. is analyzed i^to ^ou^ier co^^orent? by Courier
spatial t^an^form, then, a? 1 or.r :^e thp original 3par*--ti^e function
can be regarded as having spatial .■■>*-atie<"icPlh'-^ogenerty. the
Fourier coerf ■*cieritn (f^nr-tiona or time ?r]v) are alsn ^"a^dem













The above relation should not >^e cor>fuaed with the so-
called random phase aprroxtration which is often assumed in deal-
ing with the particle aspect of ^any-particle systems.
§1.5 Calculations
We now confine ourselves to the lone; wavel?n£rth region
(k_,k ) where the mode-coupling effects prdorainate as discussed
in §1.3t and perform a Inplace transformation on tho following
equations whosp derivation is in the Appendix ]. (Simplified
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^ / . 6 >~)
In the above, we have made use of the fact that, in the present
case, product? such as <^£^£ y do not depend en time-
k t
f t^,
and equate the denominator of Eq,(l.63) to zero. Then we have
two equations, one from the real part, the other from the imaginary




















As can be seer; ;r^T 11.5*), if initially the turbulent
state of the fluctuating e] ectric field is one-dimensional, then
the etale will evp" remain en?-dir.ensi or.a]. since there is no
nouplinr between waves wi^h wave Tino-'irvector orthogonal to each
other. For such ^ one-dime-"1^'^ -^1 cabt, r,a'K-^r.er,into account the
statistic?! syrr^etr-v, *≫-th≫n si.rr.rlif v ^^ fellows:







k + i A+l -k-JL 7
C I. <*3)
C /･ 70)
whose absolute magnitude is ^raai' enough, it can be
easily shown that
not real. Also for
'£Ck) of (1.67) is negative, hence tf~(n) is
z
whose magnitude is laive enough,
making use of another assumption plausible for the steady at^-te
< 2+ 1+) ≪/(^^)(cf. Eq.(l.52)), it can readily be proved that
$z(k) is °f nef^ative value- Thus, in short, ≫the solution of
(b) is not a physical solution, since it contradicts the ccr.diti ■■
that jfCk) be real.
Let us scrutinize the solution (a). Of ^v.e two brnroher.
we call one the hi.-rh-frequency mode, tre other *1>-low- recuency
mode, corresponding to +/- si>-n in (1.66) ^esyecti." ly. Ihe
fact that T(k)~° reflects the situation where the ≪^ergy inter-
change between the modes occurs reverpibly and where tV.e energy
flo.v in the wave number space i? not uni-iire^tinna] pt≪'.isticplly-
In other words, ^e have not cor.sidered the pa^tioln aer^ct; t',?re-
fore, ir. the steady pt^te, even if or;p mode tr-m°?e"t its e"-rfv
to
to other modes, the latter ,?ives back the enprtj the former, thus
'A
living rise tc no net damping.
29
§1.6 Rate of electric field fluctuation
For lon<? ■v.ivelen.ffths(i.e. ^0^ v y_ < k < k 1, the obtain*
CO -ver≪up-V ^platiovis ^gsr-me much sjmr^e1- f?rrr As ".'p are d&s] -
ir*'"with a ptfady gtnte. up ing t^e ^elr)tion( 1 .^? ), w<= have
Low-frea-i?v.cv n-ntie:
-2 r -> ＼ 1


















In rase the k rv
4-Tte?n
n'e v>p7e rirt+ei the abc/p re.^tiou i^ 'if- 1.1. n/e then split
the ri p;ht--hand side of Eq.(l.6?) 1: t° partial ("rr.rtiortF in orrier
to deter-nine thei^ relative we.i^h+s. The r'3tio of the a^iplitudp
of those two mode3 is also shewn ^r Vi;^. l.i- Thus we see that
when either k is small or the fluctuation energy is net 30 ^reat,
then the predominant ra^^e if +'ria 1 ow-frenu<?nc7 ^ode. This i?
the continualior of the linear ay pro>:imation
the fluctuation energy is q＼jite large, the hi,p;h fr°ouercy ^rertrmi-
nates,




























ty.t.l Mean rate of electric field fluctuations
(2n/k is the scale of measurement in space).
mean rate of electric field fluctuations when we put two points of
probes inaide a well-agitated plasma? The spacing between the
two probes is of the order of Ztc /k and we measure the fluctuating
potential difference between the two thin conductors. If we can
prescribe the total amount of the fluctuation energy, then we can
conclude theoretically that the mean rate of electric field (or
density) fluctuations with wavelength 2.K /k is that which can
be read from the curve in Pig. [./･
We have to await the time when we will experimentally study
the fine structure of the plasma. But at least we can say that
to the extent that we can assume the validity of the quasi-normality
of the phase distribution, the phase fluctuation will occur at the
rate we have derived. The merit of the present theory is that the
method is not that of a perturbation technique. It should be
remembered that the (quasi-) normality is not necessarily equivalent
to linearization.
The electric field fluctuations or the electron density
fluctuations observable at one point of space generally have various
frequency components. They can be known from the od -versus- &
relation by varying the value of k within the range compatible to
the relevant physical conditions.
3 -<-
§1.7 Lifetime of an irre^'Jlarity in density
As has been stated in the fi^pt rent ion of this chapter,
the picture of the turbulent electric field fluctuations is one
in which the lenfitudin 1 density pattern is analyzed into wc,ves
with various wave nether?- ^hus if we yen*ion a certain wpve
number* ^ ? ther we are referring to the wav^s with various
phases in space, which nave been produced by norLinear interactions
between waves ≪i^h longer for possibly shorter") wavelengths.
'Vben we observe a lon^it.uflinal d^n^it^ cat tern, whose mean wave! enp1
is £K" /k, then '.ve can sav that wve° wi ^h wavelength pqn.al tr,
or less +>ar J2.7C /k ha-"e beer in pha^e sr°tin.l＼y; bnt .irre
this coincidence has oee,"1 established, '"hp^ ^Rch Tn^onent of the
wave? con+ributing to ^K° fcrrjitior. cf th^ i rr^eoilarity begins to
oscillate wl f,h vrt^'.'." an i di rff"riri{-- f r t-nnerioi ps as shown in th^
preceding section. Aft^r t< certain lapse c/* + me we define
this p,b thp lifetime of t,-p rrepxil^^ity --- ?he irregularity
almost completely lisapr^nrs in th° ~p'r"<se-^i.xin£.rro^e-s.
So let u? at:ten;pf. to °vHl'istf th° lif^t^me of at i.rre/nii ari-
ty fror Eq.(l.7i) an1 '1.7^.'.
As can easily bf= a?cerf air.e/J, w. 7-iow fhat
0) = u). ＼1+ -k
I fc>








We may defire the ]itetime of an irregularity with wavel^r^th of









is satisfied. A ? we ar*. iealinp with a cne- limensina] ca?e,









> di ≪ L .
O-77 )
ir.^p ~*,f.-ase of -ur interest is a steady state where





cXfjc coc k) t ≪u ≪ i.
/ 5 V ,










has already been defined in (1.7V>.




*, -K JoTTiufiLI J
*of(i/cMZ Cl.79 1
We have to find V° value of t which make = ? nppr≫r1ably
smaller th3n uni.tv. The ccirley value of t>e definite integral
ir (3,78) r.p,rtbe ^hf^t^r-^. t>rr the '■ihgr^"'! of thf; we..1"*-k ■"■^wn








/ ＼ eC"" dec I convfir.pes +o -JoSZ+ 0. 5* .
3 5-
hence the behavior of _R_is d<*iernjner＼hy ＼/{k^H/O^p^^h
Tf kj > kQ (k-^ not much iarf^r than kn). the velne of I f I in
(1.79) tends +r> sere: en the othe~ hand th^ "pine ^ JcJ/tT-^t^
which maker? / | I almost vanish If ttio^p than r-* the c^er of
ten. eo th^.t when &t J(i/6J^f>t £ ha*, inrrp^sed to ten with
increasing +, the factor t/{A)/―v*t £ }
~B
again -rnxinvrtnant.
Thus in genera], for the case £z V ≪ f ･ ^e amp] i^^e of the
irregularity iiministhps approximately at the ^at^ rf I /{&,■/~&f>t£ i
Therefore, we opn ronrlurip that *rr thi^ care t'ne ""ifeti^e ip
/ / { 4; ･ 2" '°°i>Z.j t t'T-v'h the rate of oecav i? rather p) -wer
th≪rt+hat ronvertionplly defined (the amp''i+urte of tyip iri"?L"j-
larity var<rp aa / /yt~ )･










Thpr^fcre the 1i ^eti<ar; of. the irregularity vri+h 'v^velp'igth jL7r/fc






































































t"be lifetime is much shorter than tha4. rorriep^ndin,": to the
period ~>f plasma oscillstion except for the- cas<? In w'^ich k-,
is slightly la-rer t.h≪nk .
When t^e^e is not much <iifferpnce between k. ard It , the
situation is critical and +he lifetirn*- c?n te longer tn.^n the
period of rl a?r:a oscillations.



















These values are plo+te^ arginr^ kt £t/4-KtK in '-'ic.L-2.
is ■"erased ?9 snail er.cu^h for the hirh-F^p^ier.^y mode).
§1.8 n^riclM'ilT.p;rpm?r>'r>
In thic ch"j tcr. we v?ve drawn two conclusions: One is
about the mean rate of Hu^tuoticn of +hp e"!^-trjc field st-en^th
in on a^jta+≪*d elec +ron T'lr-me and the othor about the lifetime
38
(or, conversely, the growth time) of an irregularity in density.
In the light of the present status of the theoretical investi-
gation concerning the nonlinear aspects of the plasma, the results
may be noteworthy since the technique utilized in the present
theory is non-perturbational, a combination being made most effec-
tively between the method of redundant variables and the stability
of the Gaussian distribution.
V/ehave so far idealized the plasma in such a way that the
discussions may be self-contained within the scope of the collective
behavior only. In the situations where the conditions for such
treatment to be valid break down, the interrelationship between
the particle aspect and the collective behavior looms up. The
unified treatment for both of these two aspects will be developed
in chapters which follow.
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Chapter 2. A theory of the turbulent electric fj eld fluctua-
tions II.―- Energy spectral distribution.
§?.1 Foreword
0
In Chapter 1, pome character! stie properties of the turbu-
lent electric field fluctuations with finite amplitude w^re pruned
making use of the methoo of redundant variables for ~any-body rvf-
tem. No consideration was taken of ccn'-:ernin-T the ■r-nprpy source
responsible for the onset er th≪* tiwi-u'lent fluctuations; there-
fore, the p+ru..?ture o.f the spectral distribution has been left
unsolved. In this chart-r. a particular way of feeding energy
onto the finite-arnplitiide is Rsr..iT<--dand tr-e spectrs.l distribution
(vereus wave number'' conforming +o trj.? condition i? approximately
determined.
The parti ^u"Inr rr.odel we have in 'mind is, for example, a
fully ioni?pd plasma involved in a dr-irt instability. This typp
of instability i^ can^e^ by a n^idirectional flow of electTnp
against ions. Thi^ has been studied extensively by vari-u^ authors
But the studies carried. *'Ut on thi≪ phenomenon are almost exol^Five-
ly within the framework of "Hm ^r1 zed *heory and we bave very little
information or; the s'ate w] ich the pln^Ta r＼py attain after a finite
laj;se of time. Tt ip poid t'rpt- thf° pla3rna will in*1'" tably expe-
rience rt ■'u^bule^t Btnte. The ob.iec^ive of +be ■or->pent study i ^
to r>]ough ir.to the virgin so.il of our knowledge ^n.d to di^c^na the
"latter cua.1 i+.s+ j-velv rafber thf≫n qunnti^ati vei v. We ad^rt a
qiiae1'-r.tationp ^y n.'odei w'th a conrta^t ener^v irT.'i+ et 2 --ii^ wfve-
4-0
lengths.
Longitydjnal electric fi^ld^ in an electron ylasr.q a-<?
described by mear.s of an sas^'TiKly r≫fh-THnonir- oscillators corres-
ponding; to each w ve ruirber. In particular, the nonl^n^r effect
can be regard?"1, as t><~ coupltif bet-vp^*-; di ^eront oscillators.
The dfiP^r-;rt"1r-n i- equivalent t,/-;th> r-cnven+ion^l velocity distri-
bution ftinct^'on method when the weve member tak^p on values ranging
from zero to infinity. What ie to be exHrin^^i is the behavior of
the lon^l tudinn] e'.e^tr ■n T"iflid.^- the collective roordi.nate≫ are
suitable for this purpose. TVierefore the nc?'+ natural method for
the present study is to examine the prorertier ^f the aypterj or
coupled osci)la+r"rp whosp vars.nvles are -■■^l1 e^tive roor^i^a^ ee.
In a laboratory plasra, the ener^'v due to .iersity fluotu.?.-
tions is known tr be s fev/ >er cent of the total energy- There-
fore, average (?entity fli?cti;ptions have an amr?titude some twenty
per cent of the bapjc d<=>n.i?j+y- ^lth"'''rh ^ variety ^f models ray
be conpidered, a model of weakly-conpled hPT-n-onic o^oilTptor ey^―
tern 1° permipsible on first c-r.p^ de1"? ticn, >>e°^^3e of the fairlv
ve^k oour.ling^
T'h^ fi"-* that- the r* ptem to our intoro<-t;g ran be r-xpre^seri
bv a 1Iamilto'ni^n emietio^ ^iv'^e?"*^ tY.°.+the recent result by P- &..
St'irrock --- acticn-+-nri≪ fer theory ■is useful. Tr<=> the^^v
gives the relations, i" css^s. of ^mall coupling enerpy, bpfweer
?lrer-frpoupficipa, th^ir phjftR, ^.hf-.iri:rp^r*ur^^d ^rerg"y and +h^
courlinff energy involving "-hose de.-r^es of freedpt.. A^ is usually
4/
the case, coupling energy is n^t very easily Vrown Therefore
we reduce th*1 problem i^ such p w<?y that estimated fr^ouercy-
shifts will l?^^ up to kno'A'the energy partition °^on,^ the degrees
of freedom. In this wav, th<--most <->uT)berporr°part of our wcrk Is
the calculation cf the fre^'iexoy-^-i.ft^. T]ip hypothesip of tur-
bulence is introduced for longer waveler:'th region; namely, elemen-
tary waves conptitutine the observed field? ?re separate tnecro?rT-
a.
i^ wave? in themselves, but afte1" long *~erioi ^f observation, they
a^e of oussi-'P iS"iari property due to r^rHoTni^irp; r^o^e ^ouplIng's.
T^y straigljt-fo^v-.ri p^ocedurp, the discus?ion? can be extend―
ed ami uovei' those iraro^ta'-'t t^'-.^^port .■pant?tie?, s^c^ a^ electri-
cal and thermal conductivities, diffuPiT vel of ir.i^s, etc.
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§?.2 Fundamental equations
Y/hen ions are assumed to form a uniform smpared-out back-
ground of positive charges, the Hamiltoni?n for electrons is
where y^
U(Z-






respectively.- ar><3U Is the potential energy between the3e electrons.
The summation covers all the ^cspibTe valu°p of integers ■*and j
fi/.j) coTespondin? to e^oh electron ^N eTertrcrs Jn all).
By a contact transformation defined by



















k ･*s performed for rII values of





k * t t + if
f
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On regrouping the first term on the righ-hand side of the above
eauation into those for which k + 1 = 0 an^i those for whi^h
























H° stands for the aet of independent hsrmc'ic oscillators, while
*+
H for the interaction between them. u'~r gaseous plasrras, some
recent experimental, evictr-nce indicates that the rrean amplitude
of turbulent electric field flur>tuat.->onn reaches 20 i≫of the base
density, i.e., the interaction ener^v i≪?roughly of the order of
"3}
10 i" of the total oscillation energy. On these grounds, we may
take a model of weaklv-enupTed oscillators a a atil] depicting the
essentials of ar.y st^T.^"'y-agitatf-d ele^tr^n plapir^P.
$2..3 Action transfer and freq'>erov-sbift
After P- A, Sturrock, th^rp are ^me di3tir:"uished proper-
ties for H^" (assembly of harmoni^ oscillator'?) an^ H' (interaction
H H° + H (*- 7)
Now denoting suffixes by A. f etc. and normalizing, we








is aasumed to be expressed in a power series
































where L, M, ･ . . are positive inteoefS <nncL
1*1 S L
?







These relations are easilv found by seeing that H ＼bexpressed
in a power series of f> and £ . Thus the equation of

















Denoting the operation of taking mean values of some quantity by
enclosing them with brackets like < > , < <£KA./cLtycorrespond-
ing to the second pquatir.n of Eq.f?.14) fives m^an freiuer.cy-shift.
Regarding the contribution of (2.12) to d/dt of (2.14^ aa additive
(aa as indeed permissible for h weakly-coupled oscillators system),
termwise analysis of d/dt rr<aybe denoted symbolically:
1/dLt
















which can be written in a more general fcrrn as fellows.
2 LlAMiyc― '
Now, we define ^/ ^^ , ^/ **)/*■. **' to be the frequency
shifts of the unperturbed eigen-freqi:ency o?A , ay , ...













The values of the positive intergers Lf M, ･･■ Ocrond






a ≪ '** are includ-
If the variables are not contained explic-
itly in the interaction H'-.iniltonian,t.her, nil those inte/ern are
zeros. Incidentally the total freqnenoy-3hift for randp A. is
given by an equation like
A WA I LHL


















We have noticed that every eigen-frequency for every harmonic
oscillator in Eq, (?.5) is cJ^ fan.^rularfrequency of electron
plasma oscillations). Mk) is the <*-er.rvbelonging to the wave
number k. A d) denotes a partial s'^ift dJ-; to ar>interaction
Hi->





is for < F >
In the present ?t*Hy. the ob;eo+ive i>=>to kiow the k-
<3er!pndenceof r ( & y . vor this purpose, we have two choices
frorr Eq.(2.2l): Mtn°r we eatirate at < 4, &)(>,)> anr> < A/r>/"> <^r
we make a rues:? at ^A^^k)^ , f(l) ^^>l <At a)(Ji)> .
Vsuall1' t>e average value of the coupling e^evpy is *＼oteasily
knovr.･ therefore, we r^a'ce the latter choice. In other wor'ic, we
postulate that quantityp? at a wave number 1 are already known ani
calculate the .■fr'?v'<3ncy-qhiftat the relevant wave nuT^bc-^ '.',by tho
hy^otheris o^ tmr^'Tlent fluctuations, jn order to determine the
relative value L (-"k) ^prroximntely.
§2,4 Turbulent ele-^trir .f:?ld fluctuation?
What we c-?J1 +,urb'lent states are an?J ogrus to the turbulent
phenoirf>nc' + r^tc-< ir hydrodynamics. Tn t^e turbulent fTuo+u?3.'"ions
(both ir °poce ar.i tve＼ th*-"/ r*an l."">:i.Tnclvs^d j^.+o /?o?iPifi'("i?rit
elenmtzvr r≫acTc$->o?＼c wa-pp (~>^ :n tbe hyiroiynnmio turb＼i]er^p, int
e?ement^rv addles +v^t oor^epronc? tr> °a^h sfiti.Pl Fourier ^^rnpo^ent)
to
They epr. be thus made u;: t'^:^ a s^t of w-i.vepat an arbitrary
moment in time. ^ut they are subvert to °complex t1.r*-evolu-
tion because of nor,]in ear rc^e coalings between nu-nerrup decrees
of freedom, s^ that ;n the enci they ca^ be treated ac statistical
phenomena. It -Ifiniced possible to folT^^ thei1" behavior with-
in n ypry short ti-^e as an injMal-value r^o^y^^ of dynamics.
An average s +^t?, however, cannot b= kno'≪nby 3Joh a method.
Nov/ we look on th?- p^ero^ena is an agpr^ste of longitudinal
waves v/ith distinct wav? numbers. Let the V-?pace (i.e. wave
number space) b≫ subdivided, into the followi^f four regions.
(I) (0,k ): The k is a v/ave number* a^ 'vrich the energy of the
■H5T-hi."!.entfluc^u^"1 ions is =<"uprli<=d or it gives the
effective upper bw-i bel-^v which the energy is fed to
th? turbu"1 &nt fluctuations. In o +h<:>T>word?, tr.roue:h
thj^ region (T). wave a^^orb energy from individual
particles and or-e continvalTy £v^vcing,. 0＼t>~model "･^
th.nt in whic^ ^^^.pn ＼r tvip pmall .v^-"f nuinber region
are ounsi-siationarilv excised.
(II) (k .kj: The definition of
o c
geinc charter, §1,^,
k is already given in the fore-
In the l-＼i>rwav<^1<■>"}£+hdomain
(k ,k ), we are able to nerlect the particle asrect
and mod^-tc-niofie coup? in.5^ determine the enerry ^arti-
tion. The "i<=■**■･.t'"t.i*^r of k r*iven ir the* pfeccdir.j?
cMRptpr is s^ewhat ombi^uous; ^ut, ^or the ca^p of
drift instability of the rreBert concern., w^ have a
51
CITT) (lr ,
lar-^e °leet-ron drift velocity, 30 that v appearing- j^
the thi^d equation of §1.^ should >;e rep]aoed by v,
(the d^ift velocity)- v, is about equa'. to or more
than the thermal velocity of elfic^1"^!?. T'oreover we
FViO'.?ldnotl^" thnt ''i''>e?)v, 1p far larter than the thermald
velocity,, k beor..Te".extr^^ely s^^ll.




£*. - th~> totn"! ovfir^emal *"<';?tup ^ion er^^try r.er
unit volurre.
■$-mnvA - thp k"ne+"i" pr^^y c^ ^-^^ mrtiole0. lue to a
uniform ^r^ft. pe"" u^i* -'■olu^^.
k^ = the tnair. "'nvf ^u^-Ver a* which the finite ampli-
tude v,'<ivp3arc s t t ^ fl" evriit^^,
k, = +he Dtcye wa＼e number.
k,): wP h^-'p in tM s r-^-'.^n -"^ex; ='+ingr red?^r,-"1 ike aspect
and particle applet. '≫'/hf≪t,hi° rerin^ hay a long slope
(0<V ^Ck, )* th*≫r thi- emr?y dpnt^tv ie rathe1" low. so
" a
thnt the mode "O'ip. ing ef J>^t ray be reflected in the
fiTt irproyiTiatic^. Thj^ aimpli^ option is nlsn self-






























in this domain, the slope falls off as an inverse
square of the wave number (as to be stated later) and
thus rapidly approaches to zero.
(IV) (k,,°°): This region corresponds to scales shorter than the
Debye wavelength. A Kamiltonian expression is possi
ble including this region as expounded in §2.2. The
fluctuations in these scales are such that v/ecannot
define an eigen-frequency adequately. Namely, the
coupling energy is of an order, almost the same as,
or even more than, the unperturbed oscillator energy.
We exclude +hl<?region from the scope of the present
discussions.
We prescribe the state at the interfacing boundary of the
regions (III) and (IV) as a given condition. And then we find
the solution backward to the snallest-k region. Another premise
that we should add is that the wave number domain involved is
large enough to make the following condition valid:
0 <ko≪ kc≪ kd*
§2.5 Spectral distribution in the region (III)
As has been stated in §2.4, when k <3C k-, holds, the damping;;;;
of fluctuations is largely overshadowed by the particle aspect,
£-4
rather than the mode coupling due to finite amplitude effects.
For this reason, the frequency corresponding to a wave number k
(k < k < k^) is given by the following equation. It is the dis-
persion relation with the Landau damping term. And even the dis-
persion relation discussed recently7 with modifications to the
unperturbed distribution gives the same result.
<P2
cozik) O.22)



























Therefore, from Eq3.(2.22) and (2.23), the partial shift of fre-
j-i-
*
queuey may be expressed as follows.
&! COI i) =
3

























Thus, Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) result in
(t)
The total shift of frequercy Au)(k) is O/O k2<f'>/＼yo>
from Eq.(2.22). <^p >can be expressed by a sum of terms as is
shown in Eq.(2.23); each of these terms now makes an additive con-
tribution to the total shift. Therefore, if we refer to the par-
tial shift due to one single coupling term defined by Eq.(2.24),
then we are naturally led to Eq.(2.26) hy comparing Eq.(2.24)
with Eq.(2.23).
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Since the vector 1 is not specified, we have, in the region
(III):
ect) OC I / k＼ (*.-?*)
From the above, the energy spectral distribution in the region
(III) is determined, when Q (k,) is given.
§2.6 Assumption of quasi-ncreality
In the wave nu^T^r reziov. (II). the mode coupling effect
predominates. This is the rtpion for which a macroscopic descrip
tion is adequate. As the re::t step, we have ^o vc.rty.ethe calcula-
tion of the frequency-shifts in this region. Prior to the calcu-
lation, we make an assumption that the variables TV* , ?, ,
etc. follow a quasi-normal statistical distribution and examine
the properties of these variables.
Now we make aver* gin,--operation? in the same way as ex-
0
pounded in the previous chapter. "amelv, the symbol < >
represents the ruean value for r.any camples taken by shifting the
time origin arbitrarily. In this chapter, too, we have to see
if higher order correlations can be decomposed to lower order
correlations in order that the chain of the hierarchal system
ir7
of two-time moment equations be cut and closed.
In order to define a characteristic function for the
stochastic variables j°-> and 'Lr≫ , let y^ and z£ be
their corresponding arbitrary parameters respectively.
Further we write, for simplicity, as follows:
[ i j J = 1 y->t{ i-,*l = Z zzKz
We have






where " * " stands for complex conjugate, and the characteristic
function is
jr -- L- L £a
r
M v v v.$ j j r
r
z,≪"J;}j C-2. it)
(E is for the expectation value).
The Hopf equation (see REF. £ ) which this character-







































where the sum includes the cases Doth k=0 and h=0.
In the following, we treat only those cases in which, the
statistical state is stationary in time; for instance, the time
correlations are dependent on the time differences between the
times at which the quantities are referred to, but independent




By making use of the independence of different components, we may
assume the following type of solutions to hold and study the





If Eqs.(2.34) and (2.35) are satisfied by
kit t g ,
V C2.3C)

















= c iZ-l, V.) + a( Lk,
We then find that
£ = / - 2 e(.^T;^^ -
is a solution for (2.32) and (2.33).
Now in general, r. is expressible as a functional
power series in y ani z. In particular, on noticing that y and
z may take arbitrary complex values, it can be ascertained that
those terms, 3uch as yz, yyy and yyz cannot be container in this
functional power series for the present case. This means that
concerning the joint distribution of ."' and
the following relations:
< 7Cf > - O
j
< ??? > ^ ° ,
< <(V<£>f > ~ O J
(2.39)
On summing up the above results, we know the first few terms of the
functional power series for <f> . Therefore, for y, and z^.not
very large in absolute magnitude, we have








In the above, e(k) and g(k,-k) (0 < ik|<~c* ) give kinetic and poten-
tial energy of the harmonic oscillators respectively, while
g(k,h) is the energy of coupling.
hi
§2.7 Energy spectral distribution in the region (II)
In this section calculations are made of the frequency-
shift for an arbitrary wave number k in the region (k , k ) mak-
o c
ing use of the hypothesis of turbulent fluctuations. Now let us
take another wave number 1 that is also in this region. (The
vector k+1 is a non-zero vector which lies in the same wave number
region.) The calculations are performed along the way indicated
by Eq.(2.2O) or Eq.(2.2l). In other words, particular attention
is paid to the coupling term < Hi>^ y to which vectors k
and 1 make a joint contribution, and the partial shift of eigen-
frequency, ^j to , due to this single coupling is calculated.
The actual total shift of frequency, 4 to , is understood to
be the sum of all the partial shifts of frequency due to those
I "*■
terras of H involving the specific wave number k:
£eA J ― = ci-c) ― ――
= CU) ―-- 2 r < ^
where the summation in the right of the last equation covers
those terms in which either k1, 1' or k'+l' coincides with k
In a way similar to the one we have followed in the pre-
62.
ceding charter, l＼vfiii'loj1'.iif. the hypothesis of quatii-normal distri-
bution, we h;.v..>the t'oilowitif, rnu,-tion for tht- tot.t.1 frequency-
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For that purpose, we only have to pick the terms fc=l, 1=1 and
J
r=l from the sums ^ , S and Z-> respectively;
Z a. ?
here the last two correspond to the term on the right of Eq. (2.4-6)
By utilizing Eq.(2=39) as initial conditions and carrying out a
Laplace transformation on Eqs.(2.43) through (2.45)≫ we seek the
frequency-shifts, isolating those terms corresponding to Eq,(2.46)
Taking k for a lixed vector, we examine the intensity of
T ->




where an approximate relation
-L
?
*A < r? ^ > - - < ^ f* > ^ t ch
is made use of. Therefore we can conclude that interactions
with larger 1 are stronger ( f1| ≫|k| ). This is indeed corapati-
ble with the conclusion which will be drawn from the statement;
namely, by considering only those l's for which 1 |≫ k ,
it will be shown later that r (V) in the region (II) is pro-
portional to | k j , and therefore
I T I 3/2 1/2 , ?
I H| j I - (k+1) (kl) ~ k* 1^.
Thus the assumption that we should Le mainly concerned about the
1 ( I 1 I >>j k | ) is not in contradiction, to the results.
Therefore, let 1 be such thr.t I 1 I& I k I ; then, by the
approximate calculations shown in Appendix 3. we derive the follow-
ing equation for the one-dimensional casr, where the shift due to
(T H
r
is denoted by A^th) for k, and ＼<*)(l) for 1.
Thus, we are now able to show the energy spectral distribution


















: see Eq. ( A /$■ ).
^
£Lk)= Untf AC.fL. K l>0) C*.+t)
Energy distribution for long wavelengths in the wave number region
(II) is known by adding up the contributions due to various 1
( I'lj ^>|kI ). In this way, we can find out £(k) from Eq.(2.48)
by specifying the states at the shorter wavelength 1. Namely,
for the present case, C (k) is proportional to j k | .
See Appendix 4 for the discussion of Eq. (2.47').
§2.8 Energy partition in the regions (II) and (III)
On recalling the definition of k , we are able to draw the
Fig. Z.2 .
The general features seen in the figure are rather under-
standable. In the region where the mode-coupling predominates,
strong oscillations excited at the wave number k , or in its
























































Therefore, the lifetime of fluctuations on increasing k becomes
shorter, but the energy is more effectively transferred to the
larger k. This is the reason why we have a rising characteristic.
As the particle aspects become influential on increasing k, the
energy of the turbulent fluctuations is transferred to the individ-
ual particles and this process comes to be very outstanding in the
neighborhood of the Debye wave number. Finally we may conclude
that the spectral distribution changes its character in the neigh-
borhood of the critical wave number k .
§2.9 Concluding remarks
We have thus attempted t^ determine the energy spectral
distribution cf "t^e turbulent electric field fxuc+iiat,ionc in electro
plasmas versus wave numbers, ^y utilizing a tneory of a wts-irly-
coupled harmonic oscillator system. The results obtained will
be important clues to the study of the effective transport phenom-
ena in overthermal turbulent stat°?. Moreover, an electron plung-
ing into the reginn of overther.T.u electric field fluctuations in
hot plasmas is very likely to b≪ affected more by the turbulent
fluctuations ths.r.by the ordi:.ar_ collision events. This suggests
that the turbulent electric Held fluctuations are in some cases
fatal to the confinement o2 thermonuclear not plasmas. To develop
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PART 2
DIFFUSION OF PLASMS ACTIONS THE MAGNETIC FIi-:LD
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Chapter 3. Diffusion of plasmas across the magnetic field
§3.1 Introduction
Suppose there were a strong and uniform magnetic field.
Charged particles experience collisions less frequently, as the
temperature is raised degree by degree: they finally become
"frozen" to the line of magnetic force and the plasma ceases its
motion in bulk across the magnetic field. In this otate, the
density gradient, perpendicular to the line of force, is sustained
steadily. It is indeed true that, in this idealized situation,
the two-body Coulomb force acting as "impacts" between the parti-
cles comes to be much less influential. On the other hand, it
is open to question if we can neglect the effect oi irregular
electric fields due to other charged particles within the Deby<=
sphere. The charged particles' at the center of the sphere would
find that these electric fields are of duration, much longer than
the aforesaid two-body force, although the irregular fields are
weaker than the impact forces. It is probable that these electricccc
fields, with tue coexisting magnetic field, cause the charges
drift randomly acrosc* the ^a^r.etic field thus ren^lting in the
bulk motion of the plasma. Particularly, the (turbulent) electricccc
field fluctuations with a period longer than the period of gyrationm
may be responsible for tiie "drain diffusion", which should be dis-
tinguished from the classical diffusion process.
These phenomena should be treated by some statistical theoryyyy
with many-body correlations properly considered. But in this
chapter we assess the effects just mentioned, by the assumption of
the independence of each individual particle, for the limiting case
§3.2 Electric field fluctuation and the motion of guiding centers
The plasma is supposed to be very dilute. Let the strong
magnetic field p directed uniformly along the z-axis. Some
gradient in density is assumed to e.-.iolin the x-directio^; guiding
centers would drift and diffuse in this x-direction. z^rtneraore,
the temperature is assumed to be spatially uniforr..
the spatial diffusion.
Ye discuss
Let the position of the guiding oT r tes^ p^r+xcie tc
R ( X, Y, Z ) with reference to the rest coordinate ^./ste . ifai:c
the vectors r and v lor its particle position ar.d vt,!oci"tjrcr^ec--
tively. Then, we have
R - r. +
"%
r x d , c3. O
where m. and q. { *? ?■ ) are the mass and the charge of the test
particle. 'i'heeiuaticr. of motion for the particle in the directicnn










and Ej_ are the velocity and the electric-field components
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Therefore,
jt
f C^At)*"? I. C i. *)
In the above, Cj. is again the component of the fluctuating elec-
trie field due to field particles vertical to the line of magnetic
force. A C" is the mean duration of the fluctuation for the
observer moving with the test charge A
2°
A t＼±is the distance
traversed by the guiding center in the interval of time 4^
The relation of Eq.(3.3) holds irrespective of
a (gyration radius) < JP ( the Debye radius)
or a > n-1/5 ( = a).
n is the nur.ber density of the charges.
The fiux of guiding centers diffusing in the x-direction is
given by the following equation:
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where the brackets < ^> stand for the mean value per
unit time.
When we think of binary collision only, in Eq.(3.3), and
the change of velocity is supposed to occur impulsively due to
itE± in an infinitesimal interval of time 4t (much shorter
than the gyration period), then we have the same results as were
obtained impact-theoretically bv Rosenbluth and Lonemire.
§3.3 Electric field fluctuations within the Debye sphere
Let us consider the distance r by which anv pair of parti-s
cles are said to have appro?ched closely enough to form c, binary
system. In our hot plasma, r i^ much shorter then tr*einter-s
particle distance d; therefore the electric field acting on the lestt
particle is Holtsmark-like, i.e. the electric field has a rather








are the electron and the ion temperatures respec-
is the Boltzmann constant. Fot example, for
n = 1013 cm'3 and T = T = 106 °K,
-≫ -T -*
^r -v 10 cL = '1 ^ S~ X 10
7+
ts ≪ <L , c.*.O
We introduce the following assumptions concerning the
stochastic properties of the electric field fluctuations. The
fields are due to those charged particles within the Debye sphere,
i) The probability that a charged particle occupies an infini-
tesimal volume dL"t~ in the Debye rpnore with radius $
at r certain moment is given by <■+< if*V).
ii) The motions of the fi≪-,ldparticles art indeperdent of each
other,
iii) Numerous Held pcniole.3, say, ^ore tL._.nl.uuO, cicist -≪r>xti*
Debye sphere.
Using the assurptions i, and ii^, ≪veco.u oalc"! "ite , by
Markoff's method, the- intensity ni tLo electric fi"'^ fluc^/at:^^
at the point under co:^idoraLioi. C'.0- at i^e |.triu.n "f tne teat
particle). V7e know tLe ^ici^B.cal theory i>v Holt^^a:'; *, in
which the electric field I^actuatioiia u'ie tc c!.fli_ed particles
uniformly distributed in apace ctr^ calculate ^ fcr specific point
in space. In thia thccry, tu- pr batility J^nsitv is calculated
of the electric field i^uctu..tio: V-y the J'.arnv..^n method: first,
with the radius of tnc sphere v^i.g ixmte, then ir. the process of
simplification the rc^ius ^s tiken to I: infinitely large.
Therefore, it is exp^cte^. .hat the resales th.-s obtained may coin-
cide with the results which are obtained v/^th x large enough radius
4--)
to include numerous field particlet. Indeed, G. Ecker' made a
7r
C3. ?;
numerical analysis with the finite radius throughout the calcu-
lation, and found that the results are similar to those obtained
by Holtsmark, as long as the field particles are numerous (more
than 10 ) within the Debye sphere.
Therefore, if the assumption iii) holds, then the field
fluctuations are Holtsmark-like. On these grounds, the Holts-
mark theory may be applied to the hot plasma with density gradients.
Since the probability distribution of the instantaneous
value of the electric field fluctuation is uniform within the
Debye sphere (see i) and ii)), Eq..(3.3) yields
< *x > ~ V Et Kb ) - o c j*?;
where the overbar stands for a mere averaging. Therefore, we
have to see to
At
As the next step, the probability density V/(E,
culated.
C3. <?)
This function, V/( E, f ) is known by the Markovian




At+ - is the expectation value of the lifetime for a pair of
fixed values E (fluctuating fiela) and v (the velocity of the test
particle). Vrfeare able to ivnlte use of the values At^ . obtained
by S. Chandrasekhar p.nd J. von Neumann' ' within the range
appropriate for the present problem.








The probability jonSity of the ever.t tha^


















The mean duration of the fluctuating electric field observed
by the test particle in motion, i.e. the lifefi-ne cf the fluctua-
tion, is calculated as follows. We have to distinguish the follow-
ing two cases, in relation to the magnitudes of ihe radius of gyra-
tion ae and the mean interparticle distance d. Namely, we
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have two cases:
CASE a) ag ^ d or ae 7a d ;
CASE b) ao ≪ d .
6
In the case of b), it becomes probable that, by the random cross-
field drifting motion, the electrons are able to "drain" through
other particles. In the case of a), the velocity of the test
particle has some relation to the lifetime just mentioned, when
observed by the test particle itself.
The diffusion due to mutual interactions among like particle
is much less important, so that this can be neglected as a higher-
order process,
cases.
In what follows, the results, are siven for v-ariouwe
CASE a) ao > d or a ≫ d ( test
― g g _____ articles = electrons ).














* the velocity of the test particle; u = the velocity of the

















is the velocity of the test electron. Generally the
lifetime is related to both the velocity of the test particles







H( V < 3
(J. t j >
c 3./j*;
(J./f)
( u^ = the velocity of the ionn ).
P ) is defined by
CASS a) ( test x>arti:lpn = lone )
Since we have approximately,
v*//＼ir --> °






In Eqs.(3.12') and (3.16). the isotropy of the velocity distri-









value of *he tern.




















The upper bound for the integral in Eq.(3.18) has been
taken to be fts . This value cannot be determined no more
acciArately than in the corresponding case of the ordinary correla-
tion method. Thus we have
<＼**y > * - 11 ^]
-y fHit) f












V h ≫ ' )




CASE b) ( teat particles = electrons )
For the sake of simnlicitv. we assume that the ions obev
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an isotropic velocity distribution. For the value of v in
Eq.(3.12), the value such that
= £, 3 / 3 (.i.^J
should be taken. Denote the value of /3 by 3C ,
satisfies
( a*-3 fb r







Again neglect the factor of order of unity,
A"t "*■ -≫d' 3 3C












*s 1.6 gives the maximum occurrence of the fluctuating
field, we have the following results:
<C*x)a> ~
C3.it)
CASE b) ( test particles = ions )
The electrons, now acting as the field particles, are
assumed to follow the next relation
T; ≪ T^
with respect t- their kinetic temperature, in the planes parallel
and vertical to the line of magnetic force. The lifetime is





























By means of the fomulae ao i^r 01.ta^ed, the fl'Jx ~>+"th^
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It is anticipated that in some of the cases above mentioned the
controlling magnetic field becomes less effective in order sustain
A
a given density gradient. This occurs in the limiting case of a
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PART 3 C Ckabter 4 )
APPLICATION OF THE MONTE CARLO METHOD TO SYSTEMS OP
NON-LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
PARTICLE PHYSICS ANALOGUE INTRODUCED INTO THE
DOMAIN OP NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Sic
§4.1 Introduction
It is, in general, a difficult problem to find all the
roots of a given system of nonlinear algebraic equations with
several unknowns, even though we meet with such demands in many-
fields of applied sciences. We have several methods for such
problems, which have been extended from some powerful method for
algebraic equations with a single unknown. Iterative procedures,
thus developed, are often found unsuccessful, since they do not
necessarily converge, given arbitrary starting values. The con-
ventional methods of iteration are guaranteed against divergence,
only if the starting value is well enough in the neighborhood of
Thus, as long as we have no means to place all the roots
even very roughly, we have no working method to find all the roots
of a given system of nonlinear algebraic equations. In the preserrmr
paper, a new scheme of the Monte Carlo technique is proposed in
order to find approximate locations of these roots, which are
believed to provide successful starting values for the current
classical methods of iteration. The results of a test on a
digital computer are also illustrated, together with a sketch of
the actual computer procedures.
■'･See Todd [1], pp. 255 ― 278.
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Apart from the novelty of the underlying concept, the
method has a merit that it can treat cases with many variables
with no particular increase in complexity.
§4.2 Principle
Suppose that a system of nonlinear algebraic equations
F^ (xi, xi, ･･-, x^;=o; c*~*. *,≫',≪-)^.o
is given. In principle, the Fi's may be any functions of the
variables x-,, x2≪ ... , xn ･ However, in the present context, the
F.'s are regarded as polynomials of the n variables. Complex
roots -Z.Z.Jbe considered, as indeed suggested in the last section:
but, for simplicity, only the real roots are taken into account.
Corresponding to Eq. (4.1), the following pseudo-potential
U is introduced:
( a.=constants). t*. J.)
Let an aggregate of particles move about in this hypothetical
n-dimensional potential field, colliding with each other. The
manner of collision is arbitrary; at least a certain mean free
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path must be specified. There is no mutual interaction among
particles during free flights; the particles are in motion con-
forming to the potential, given by Eq. (4.2), between collisions.
Y/hena collision occurs, the transfer of both the momentum and
the energy are supposed to result in.
When a statistical equilibrium is established, it is what
p
the statistucfll mechanics tells us that the number density
distribution of the particles in the 2n-dimensional phase space
is proportional to an exponential factor
where 3
exf (.- £/>),
is a constant equivalent to the kinetic temperature.
E is the total energy, namely the sum of the potential energy U
and the kinetic energy T of the particle under consideration.
Thus
E = U(*i,
(Here dots represent differentiations with respect to the time.)
In particular the distribution in the (x-^, x2, ... , xn)-coordi-
nate space is proportional to the weight factor
2




thus the probability that a particle is found in the interval















Therefore, by help of the ergodicity, after having observed the
behavior of a particle for a time sufficiently long to bring about
a statistical equilibrium, then the particle would have occupied
most frequently the part of the space where
holds.
J L xt j
*-<l
7 '" ,
xn- ) ― 0 tf.J-J
In terms of particle ensemble, the particles would have
shown the most dense concentration at the position where Eq. (4.5)
holds. The points where we have Eq. (4.5) are the real roots of
the given system of equations, as seen from Eq. (4.2).
The equations of motion fcr the particle are
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We cumulatively observe the quantities














having the particle in motion If the steepness of the gradient
of the Boltzmann factor is remarkable, then the relation
U ( <*<> <*a> , "' , <*~>) 3* 0
is found valid, so that these observed quantities T<xf> <xx>
･>･<Xn>) afford us the knowledge of approximate locations of the
roots now looked for. One method to have the steepness of the
gradient outstanding is to prescribe that the scale factors a.'s
in Eq. (4.2) be properly large. It will indeed be demonstrated
in a later section that these simple tricks work notably for the
purpose of steepening the gradient and smoothing out the wrinkles
where the particle may be trapped unfavorably for sor.e time.
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In actual procedures, the differentials in Eq. (4.6) are
replaced with differences; the particle rnoves obeying the differ-
ence equations thus constructed. Let the mean free path be A.
and make decision whether a collision has occurred or not at each
step. Here a step is defined as SA≫ of the traversed distance.
s is a positive number sufficiently smaller than unity. In the
event of collisions, the transfer of kinetic energy takes place
and the particle acquire a new level of energy qT , which is an
arbitrary fraction of the upper bound of the kinetic energy T .
The particle involved in collision in this way is scattered iso-
tropically. The q just mentioned is a pseudo-random number equi-
distributed in the interval [0, 1]. The collision probability at
each step of s＼ is shown in Fig. 4.1. The model is such
that when the kinetic energy surpasses a threshold value T ,
the particle makes a transition to lower energy-level and is
scattered.
then
Therefore, it is expected that by thus restricting
the range of movement of the representative point in the phase
space, at least along the axes of momenta, the state of the






















At the preliminary stage of computation, < x. ^ and
/(x. _ <x ^ ) y are observed with the passage of time. If the
latter turns out to be non-decreasing, then the roots are distri-
buted wide apart, ^ x. y giving the center of distance of those
roots. In the case where we have several distinct roots, the
anisotropy of the spatial distribution now mentioned can be infer-
red from the inequality among the values <'(xi-<xi> ) y (i=l, 2,
..., n). Namely this quantity <(xi~ <xi> ) > is the largest,
say, for i= i> , along the axis along which the roots are most
diversely located. As the next step the observation of < x. y
is done distinguishing <x^ (i=l, ... , n), such that x^ < <x^ ,
from < x1 y (i=l, ... , n), such that xv > <xv> . Subdivid-
ing the entire space in this way, there exist more than one root
in each of these subdivided regions. Continuing making such
binary subdivisions in this way, an ultimate state will be reached
where in each subdivision the variances <*(x.-<x-> ) ^diminish
steadily and the limiting values of <x.> will give the approximate
values of the roots.
.i
In the present scheme of computation, the range of seaching
A*
need not be restricted at the outset. However, in the example
shown later, the range of searching is specified for the sake of
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convenience, i. e. only the pseudo-random numbers equidistributed
in the unit interval [0, 1] were utilized. In many of the practi-
cal cases, we can usually specify the upper and lower bounds loosely
between which the roots are supposed to exist.
Moreover it should be noted as for the range of searching
that by the-inversion of xi into l/x± all the points outside the
unit hypercube are replaced with those inside the hypercube.
§4.3 Algorithm
The example which will be shown in the following section
it of the form
F( x, y ) = 0,
G( x, y ) = 0.
(4.9)
Therefore, the computational procedures suitable for the solution
of the above equation will be stated. But similar procedures
are followed in cases of many more vareables.
(0°) Define Tm, s, d, N^ N2 (≫N1).
0 ―≫N, 0 ―* x, 0 ―≫x2, etc.
x- 4 (i=l, 2, ... , n).
(l ) Choose the initial position randomly in the present sub-
division, generating uniformly distributed random numbers,
(2°) Determine the value of the kinetic energy:
qTm -> T,
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where q is symbolically written for random numbers generated
whenever necessary, which are equl-distributed in the interval
[0,1]. This notation of q is preferably used in what follows.
(3°) Find the velocity:
ff an liti ―≫f K ^
fr s<~±≪l -> ^ .
(4°) Compute the time required of the particle for one step's
flight:
(5°) Compute the displacement:
(6°) Gomput
/> ･ d.t ―> **
}
I JLt _, if .
e the increments of the velocity:
- L/* . dt ―> df^
^
_ ^ dt ―>> et^ .
(7 ) Find the new position and velocity after the displacement:
(8 ) If the representative point (x, y) is not in the relevant







A/+ / > tt
If N=0 (mod Nx), then (20°), else (11°).
If Px + Py > V then (2°)≫else (12°).
If q > s, then (4°) (i- e. no collision), else (2°)(i. e.
collision).
(20°) Compute, store, and write:
^ x4 /iV ― <**> -^ 1>EVX j
' '＼(_ JWUAa*£JLJ
(21°) If n=0 (mod Ng), then (30°), else (11°).
(30°) Clear the counter of N:
0 ―> N.
(31°) If DEVX > d2 or DEVY > d2 and either of them non-decreas-
ing, then (40°), else (32°).
(32°) Take up the next subdivision if any, and go to (l°), else
halt.
(40°) If DEVX >DEVY, then (41°), else (42°).
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(4.11)
(41°) Divide the present subdivision further into halves, one
in which x>MX, the other in which x < MX. Go to (43°).
(42°) Divide the present subdivision further into halves, one
in which y > MY, the other in which y < MY. Go to (43°).
(43°) Steepen the gradient of the. potential:
r.a, ―a* a,:
lessen the volume of the momentum space:
rtTm m;
make the step finer so as to gain more resolving power:
Here r , rt and r. are predetermined constants; r
0 < r.< 1, 0 < r^< 1, otherwise rather arbitrary.
§4.4 Example
As an example, the equations
P(x, y)≪ xy - 3/16 = 0,




The potential ts denoted as follows:
U(x, y) = a2(F2 + G2).
The roots of Eq. (4.10) are:
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>1,
(x, y) = (0.25, 0.75) and (0.75, 0.25) (4.12)
The range of searching is now understood to be O^xSl, OSyj^l.
See Pig. 4.2. In this example, we have potential minimum, which
does not correspond to the roots, in the middle of the square
domain.
To find approximate values of the roots of this sample










The results of computation of the first searching are shown in
Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.3. Checking was done at the procedure (31°)
and the interval of x, [0, 1], was halved into [0, 0.462*･･(=MX)]
and [0.462*･･, 1]. The Monte Carlo search was performed in these







Collision probability after a free path sA. .
Location of the roots of the sample problem Eq. (4.10).
Preliminary survey in 0<x£l, O^y^l.
Survey in the subdivision 0 x 0.462..., O^y^l.
(See also Table 4-2; DEVX and DEVY are monotonically
decreasing.)
Fig. 4.5 Survey in the subdivision 0.462... ^x^ 1, 0£y<l.
(See also Table 4.3; DEVX and DEVY are monotonically
decreasing.)
Pig. 4.6 Survey in the subdivision 0 <x 10.462..., 0<y<l.
oteepening factor a^" unaltered at the second stage of
computation (a.=l).
Fig. 4.7 Variances in the survey of Fig. 4.6. Note that


























































0.2888:-l = 0.2888x10 , etc.
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in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 and Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. After this stage
of computation, it was found that the results were satisfactory
for the present purpose and the computation was ended.
The reason why ai is diminished by a factor of /O in the
procedure (41°) is clear in Pigs. 4.6 and 4.7. Here the computa-
≪tion was performed with condition of redefining a. 3 deleted from
the procedure (41°). This is a good example to show how effective
the increasing of a.'s is for making the potential gradient steep
enough. Tm may be fixed throughout the computation. The refin-
ing of T* in the procedure does not seem to be essential.
§4.5' Further extensions
Experimental results so far obtained have confirmed the
validity of the theoretical expectation. Further extensions may-
be accomplished for the following problems:
(a) Conditional minimizntion:
Find the points (x-^, x2, ･･･ . xn) where a given function
T(xlt x2, ... , xn) (>0)
assumes the minimum values, under the given conditions that
G±(xlf x2, ･･ , xn) = 0, (i=l, 2, ... , m).
For such a type of problems, we may as well introduce a
pseudo-potential
Iffl9




( a ?nd ai's = constants ),
then the potential minimum will give the solution. Maximization
problems can be treated in the same manner.
(b) Complex roots of simultaneous nonlear algebraic equations:
Transforming the variables in Eq. (4.1) by the relation
X * = ≪k+jh (i- ''*-'" ' n ;
J*--'' V h feed )
we have simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations with
2n unknowns o( , R. (k=lf ... , n). Therefore, at
the cost of the increase of the number of unknowns, the
method so far explained will also be applicable ?.nd the
complex roots of Eq. (4.1) will be found approximately.
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Chapter 5. Theoretical interpretation of the equatorial
sporadic E layers
In this chapter a macroscopic theory is presented in order
to interpret the anomalously large foEs observed near the magnetic
equator. A. Simon's method is modified and applied to the iono-
sphere and it was found that when the V/-E electric field strength
exceeds a certain threshold, an inhomogenetiy in charge density
occurs Since the W-E electric field distribution is very similar
to the W-E electric current, it can be understood that the insta-
bility leading to the formation of the inhornogeneity is well corre-
lated with the electrojet. The source of sporadic E reflection
is this inhomogeneity; but the mechanism involved is not identical to
that of the two-stream instability.
In order to make comparison between the theory and the
phenomena, the variation cf horizontal magnetic force observed
at various stations in 1958 is analyzed and the meridional dis-
tribution and diurnal variation -jf jet current and of electric
field are calculated. The results of calculations are compared
with the diurnal variation of foZs at Huancayo and with the dip
dependence of noon foEs obtained trom observations in 1958.
＼＼6
§5.1 Introduction
The daytime foEs near the magnetic (dip) equator is
abnormally large and this zone of intense Ls is very narrow
(about ± 5°in dip), centered on the dip equator [Matsushita,
1951; 1952a, b; 1953a, b]. Matsushita also showed that the
foEs distribution against the dip resembles closely the distribu-
tion of the daily range in horizontal magnetic force and conclud-
ed that there must be close rplationship between the equatorial
Es (Es(q)) and the electrojet.
As for the structure and orientation of Es(q), a number of
important findings have come out from the high power radar experi-
ment [Bowles et al.t 1957, I960, 196?; Cohen et al.t 19633.
Up to this day, some authors have attempted to describe
the formation of the eauatorial Es, e. g. from the view-point of
two-stream plasma wave micro-instability [Farley, 19633.
In this paper the authors, through a macroscopic approach,
try to explain theoretically the formation and orientation of a
certain inhomogeneity in the E region and to interpret several
features of Es(q) on the basis of the theoretical results.
The mechanism involve is to be distinguished fron.the so-called
two-stream instability, since the gradient of the 1ackground
charge distribution plays an essential part.
§5.2 Outline of the theory
Our theoretical basis is similar to that worked out by
A. Simon [1965], which is aimed at the instability analysis of
weakly-ionized plasmas. Particular modifications are made
11 +
so as to make Simon's method applicable to the present ionospher-
ic model.
Let the rectangular coordinates be x, y, and z axes, which
?r≫in the geomagnetic N-S direction, W-S direction, and vertical
upward direction, respectively (see Fig. f. 1 ). The background
electron density (=positive ion density) is assumed to show a
linear variation over a height range of L. The electrostatic
force EQ ( > 0) is applied in the W-E direction. Let superscripts
" +" and "-" be attached to the quantities belonging to the posi-
tive ions and electrons respectively. Suffix "j_"(" //") is used
to show that the coefficient referred to is that perpendicular
(parallel) to the magnetic field. u. , i>,'^h, and "?"c
are defined to be the mobility, the diffusion coefficient, the
angular gyration frequency, and the nean collision time, respective-
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The charge density pattern made up from plane waves with wave










xy-plane (i. e. horizontal plane) is considered. Therefore
we rut
n = no(z)+ nlQz)<i*}!-l<*t + ikxx -f^?) ^(4.)
£ = £,
where n and EQ (0, E , 0) (E >0) are the unperturbed
parts, here assumed to be linear functions of z, while the
second terms in the right-hand side of the equations above are
the perturbation terms. Continuity equations of particle




























The above equations are then linearized, cfter substituting
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If it is assayed that tue perturbation is of the form
n,(z) - % s^ (2L-
(V cz) = iTst^f 7TZr
)
J
ft , U = constants of either sign),
ci＼$;
then multiplying both sides of Eq. (5.7) by sin(^"z/L) and
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We have used simplified notations
±




(see Pig. J". 1 )･






(a) L ≫ k"1.







＼2 ;<^c/ ctz = ^ ,―2. . ―
0
since n0(z) is understood to bs a linear function of z. In
order now that we have nontrivial solution for Eq.. (5.10), the
determinant of the, coefficients must be zero. Hence we have
an algebraic equation, which we solve for <-& . In order to
determine the conditions for stability, we need consider only





















C S-. 1 3 )
Assumptions (a) and (b) are evidently permissible,
while (60 states that the electrostatic field does not change so
remarkably as the charge density in the vertical direction in the
equatorial E layer. Assumption (d) reflects that we are mainly
interested in the case of longitudinal waves which propagate
nearly perpendicular to the geomagnetic field.
From Eq. (5.15), in order for the growth condition ( /?e(･~XCt7





When EQ>0, sisis "the case in daytime at the mr^netic equator,
positive gradient (vc. height-) of background charge density is
required. This condition is realized from :elow the normal E
layer towards higher Ievei3, where there can exist back-3catter-
ing blobs produced from growing instabilities.
The physical mechanism of this type of instability is
that, in case of background charges increasing vs. height, the
horizontal polarization electric i'ie^ia accompanying the charge
density pattern intensify the trends of tht perturbation by help
of the drifting motion of charges ir. +.rievertical direction.
Prom Eq. (5.15), the magnitude of the electrostatic field
E necessary for the instability to frow is calculated (the inhomo-
geneity wavelength = 100 m) and shown in Fi^, 5.2, for the two
cases <^ =0 and dL / 0. Slightest departure from o( =0 corresponds

























~TZ ) is assumed to vary proportionally v/lth the
The value of f~-ilh) at the altitude of 100
km is taken to be 1 kir.. The case (b) corresponds to the case in
which
(
is assumed to be constant (=1 km) vs. height.
It is believed thf.t these nssumrtions are not fir from reality in
the lower region of the E layer where the gradient of the height
distribution of charge density is very outstanding. In the Fig.
5.2 the minimum value of the threshold E o
emu ?it the altitude of 100 km when ≪*=0.
is approximately 30C
It is also seen from
the sar.e figure thet when EQ exceeds 700 emu, then the instability
will gro.v in the height range of 96 ~ 113 km in the csse (a)
(<*=0), and 96 ~ 118 km in the case (b) (o(=o). In the latter
case the instability rne.joccur in the region still higher than the
one mentioned.
In short we may conclude that a plare-wave inhomogeneity
can hardly occur unless the direction of its wave vector coin-
cides with that of the y-axis (Y/-E direction); and the shape of
the inhomogeneity is like a thin plate hanging down vertically
v/ith its surface lying in the xz-plane. The geometrical
structure of the inhomogeneity is such thr-t the width in the
J/l-Sdirection coincides with thrt of the electrojet (see Fig. 5.8),
the height range is restricted by the threshold condition of
Fig. 5.2, and as for the spacing in the W-E direction, our linear
theory has not much to tell, although the mean irregularity
wavelength rnav take on values from a few meters to a few hundred
meters. This inhomogeneity is believed to give rise to the
enhanced radio-wave back-scattering, commonly called ^s(q).
1^3
n dno＼l
If we use the value of I ― ' ~Tr J twice as lar^e as
that we have used in Fig. 5.2, then the threshold electric field
E will become twice larger than that indicated in Fig. 5.2.
Even in this situation, the general features so far duscussed
are not altered.
§5-3 Observed results and applications of the theory
5.3.1 Observed results of Es and geomagnetic variation
A number of investigators have airfaay i-eportea on the
dip dependence and diurnal variation of foEs. We have investi-
gated some similar characteristics of foEs, using the data of the
stations listed in Table 5.1, on 5 international quiet days for
each month in 1958. Fig. 5.3 shows the diurnal variations of
foEs at Huancayo, which are the average of foEs on twenty quiet
days in four months for two seasons. I≫'ayTJune, July and
August are grouped in J-months; March, April, September and
October in E-months; November, December, January, and February
in D-months. It can be seen from the figure that foEs rises
rapidly around 07 hr and falls around 17 hr. In Fig. 5.4 foEs is
plotted against the dip of the dtatioxi, where foEs is the average
of the values observed at noon on twenty quiet days for each
season (J, E and D-months). As seen frointhp smoothed curves
foEe is very large over the range of + 5°in dip angle. No
seasonal change is distinguishable in the shape and width of high
foEs zone.
Next Fig. 5.5 presents the diurnal variation of the external
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on twenty quiet days for each season. The zero level in the
figure was determined by a method previously found by one of the
authors [j£aedaJH.,1955]. Pig. 5.6 is the similar plot of ^ He
at noon against the dip of the station as in -^ig. 5.4. The
stations are listed in Table 5.1. AHe presented here is taken
2/3 of the original values, in order to eliminate the internal
part.
5.3.2 Estimation of the electrojet current and the electric
field
Suppose the current density i(x) is flowing eastward (y)
at the height of h, as shown in Fig. 5-7. Here x is the axis
from north to south and measured along a geomagnetic meridian
from the dip equator. The earth's curvature ignored. This
current gives rise to the horizontal magnetic force (/^He) on the
ground. The meridional distance of the ground station from the










where b is the half-width of the current sheet. The integral
equation (5.20) xs approximated by the following simultaneous
equation.
*H*C
2 £･ A* C fr. 2.1)
>-Zi * + <><:-<･) I-cCxJ












































































































x＼, x.=-^,000, -1,900, ･･, -100, 0, 100,---, 2,000km,
h=110 km.
Then the simultaneous equation has 41 unknowns (i(x-j) and can
be solved, by using the value AEe{x1.) read from the smoothed
curve in Fig. 5-6. The calculated results of i(x) at noon for
each season are shown in Pig. 8. i(x) e+ o+her times (10 hr, 14
hr etc.) has been also obtained and using these results, the di-
urnal variation of i at Huancayo can be obtained, which is shown
in Fig. 5.9.
Next in order to obtain the electric field (E =E ),
which, causes the enhanced flow of the jet current, the total
conductivity j> , which is the integral of ^ over the
height range of the E region, must be evaluated. As for 2^*4
on the dip equator and its neighboring zone, the results of the
previous papers [r/laed_a_H:.,1953t 1955; Mae da K. and ^^tsxxmqto,
1962] are available. Usin^ these results, together with the
jet current, we have calculated the electric field (E =E ) by
the following equation:
(t.22)
The diurnal variation of E (=EQ) at Huancayo is shown in Fig. 5.
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5.3.3 Comparison of the theory with the observed data
We have already obtained the threshold value of E in
Fig. 5.2. Comparing this result v/itL FiF;. 5.9 (the diurnal varia-
tion of electric field), we see that an inhomogeneity occurs at
about 07~08 hr and disappears at about 16 ~17 hr. And from
the comparison between Fig. 5.2 and Pi/;. 5.8, it can also be seen
that at local noon an inhomogeneity can occur on the magnetic
eauatorial zone where the electroiet flows. Outside this narrow
zone, E is small and does not reach the threshold value.
§5.4 Discussions and remarks
The suggestion first made by Matsushita and now widely
supported, that the Es(q) is closely correlated with the electro-
jet, has been demonstrated by o';r present theory, in terras of the
W-E electric field strength. '^he main point of the theory is
that starting from macroscopic equations, where the Lei^nt-
dependent structure of the ionosphere is considered, large W-E
electric field is possible to result in an unstable plasma
state under the action of the geomagnetic field. In the present
theory the electric field does not cause the instability by its-
self but in cooperation with the magnetic field, whereas in the
theory based on the two-stream drift instability [Farley, 19633
the magnetic field does not play any essential part out has merely
e secondary effect. We may conclude that the ^ain features
concerning the diurnal variation of foEs at Huancayo and the dip
dependence of foEs near the dip equatorial zone have been
explained.
155
According to the radar experiments by Bowles et al.[1957.
I960, 1963], the irregularity which gives rise to Es(q), is not
of field-aligned cylindrical shape as hitherto supposed, but it
is a certain plane wave disturbance, which lies in the plane
parallel to the geomagnetic field. This fact is consistent
with the structure and orientation given by the present theory.
A Doppler shift was observed in the received radio waves scatter-
ed back from the irregularity, and the scatterers moved from
east to west. Prom the analysis of the imaginary rart of





divided by the denominator of Eq. (5≫15)≪
Hence we see that in order for ^ to be positive k must be
negative, which means that the longitudinal waves arising from
our instability always travel westward. Ve also see that,
substituting appropriate values for the various physical para-
meters in the above equation, the phase velocity of the waves
w /k is equal to the sound velocity in the order of magnitude.
It will be noticed that the present theory may also be
effective in interpreting the auroral type Es, since there is a
high electric field with vm intense current flow in the auroral
(3G
zone. This particular type of mechanism, which has so far
been involved in the interpretation of Es(q), might provide
a powerful means for the understanding of the so-called spread-
F phenomena.
The present theory based on Simon's work is a linearized
treatment, and therefore we cannot obtain any information on the
density excess in an inhomogeneity. We have avoided running
the risk of discussing all the features of the phenomena by
the growth rates etc. predicted from the simple linearized
treatment.
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Main points of the results obtained in this thesis
are as follows:
(1) In order to open a new vista in the field of plasma
physics, attempts were made in treating the finite-amplitude
oscillations in electron plasmas. The subject is still in
the active stage of development; and the results obtained are
new and worth noticing in that they have contributed to the
understanding of what is vaguely celled the turbulent fluctua-
tions. The author suggests that it will be a future central
problem of plasma physics to introduce the ion correlations and,
if possible, to take into account the influence of an external
magnetic field.
(2) Diffusion of charged particles across a strong magnetic
field is assessed.
(3) By introducing a particle-physics analogue into the
domain of numerical analysis, a novel technique has been
developed in order to fin^ appropriate starting values for the
iterative solution of non-linear algebraic equations. This
is the first °+fe~pt, eve- made in the field of the T'onte Carlo
method, for the removal oi crucial difficulties in the conven-
tional method of solving bimuitaneous non-linear algebraic
equations.
(4) A new theory is proposed in order to account for
various anomalous features of the equatorial sporadic E layers
139
in the ionosphere. The mechanism considered therein may also
provide for the understanding of the "spread-F" phenomena,
which are not very well un^e."stood ao yet. The proposed theory
is a rival theory against D. T. Parley's, who only considered
the two-stream plasma wave instability of a uniform plasma in
a magnetic field.
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APPENDIX 2
We attach, superscripts o to the quantities at time t=0,
and none to those at time t=t. In the following, all the suffix
vectors of J° and 7C are non-zero, namely, j-1 and
7t are all fluctuating quantities. By the same method as
in the preceding chapter, the equations of motion from Eq.(2.4)
<*■?+ /dt - -
4





yield the following system of equations (k is simplified to k, as























<*-*£> = - l(-<-o.^<*,*,?*･>-^f<f f >
An assumption is mad" tnat < K(-t) f Ct)> ~o (but> <rtCtJfO;>
need not be zero), <*>/*)&tt^C (k'/k") and <7r?ltt)tUiCt)}=o
(k'/ k"). If we decompose the fourth order correlations as in
Eq.(l.c6) of the foregoing chapter, then the above equations are
simplified as shown in Iq.(2.44).
APPENDIX 3
Here we perform a Laplace transformation on Eq.(2.44).
[Eq.(2.44) is a linear equation and the simultaneous correlations
are treated as constants. '2ofind these constants is one of the
points of the present chapter.] Notice Eq.(2.39K
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Next we solve Eq.( f＼f° ) to obtain an expression for Li<^L^j,
and equate the denominator of the rational equation to zero. Thus
we obtain an algebraic equation whose root? are the matter of con-
We have supposed that the oscillator system is a system of
weakly-coupled oscillators (as justified experimentally), so that
we may neglect the square of 2^ [square of amplitudes] in
comparison with ^> [square of amplitudes]. We have several
roots of the algebraic equation, out of which we choose the one
which leads to the branch of °*f> in the limit of linear
approximation (namely, the amplitudes ―> 0). In order to find
the shift of frequency corresponding to Eq.(2.46), we select out
only the specific terms from the sum /> , as stated immediate-
ly below Eq.(2.46). The branch of &>C&) tending to ±^ in
the limit of zero amplitude is given by a type of equation:
is2 =- C, + /Cf-V-Ct
m
Qfiu)

























so that when 11 is large enough compared with |k | .
tCkfl) - tU);







( LETTER TO THE EDITOR )
Addenda to "A Theory of the Turbulent Electrio Field
Fluctuations in Electron Plasmas II"
[T. Tsuda, Prog. Theof. Phys. 2S.(1963), 17]
Takao TSUDA
D≪partnent of Electronics, Kyoto Unireraity, Kyoto
i
Concerning the paper quoted above, it hae come to the
author's notice that he should spend a few more words in order
to avoid misunderstanding about a point of particular importance
in the paper.
In the equation immediately Wlow Eq. (47) of the quoted











･here A(J(k) and A co(l) are the frequency-shifts,
interaction Hamiltonian
--±(i.i)n-<rf -±U-l)-l ＼
the waves with wave nunbers k and 1 respectively; C (k) and
C (1) art reepectirely the energies attributable to the modes
with ware nuabere k and 1. It is insinuated, but not demonstrated
there in the paper that the right-hand side of Eq. (a), which is
denoted by K(l), is independent of the smaller wave number k.
JL
This, however, constituted a very essential part of the discus-
sions determining the spectral distribution which followed; there-
fore the author would like to Justify the intuitive argument and
avoid misunderstanding on the side of the readers.
In deriving Eq. (A6) in the Appendix II of the quoted paper,
no assumption was introduced concerning the asymmetry in the inter-
action between waves with wave numbers k and 1 ( |k|<£ll|<k ).
Therefore, interchanging k with 1, we have an explicit expression
for A cj(i), i. ≪.
A c*U) = -
K(/) =
t








It is thua demonstrated that, insofar as /l|≫|kj, the right-hand
side of Eq. (a) in the above is independent of k to the first
order of approximation. This reflects the fact that, in turbulent
fluctuations, emall-ecale components are not much oontrolled by
large-scale fluctuations, while the converse does not hold true.
In this way we have
i I)
Furthermore let it be notified that we cannot distinguish
between waves with wave number vwotore +k and -k (see Eq. (5));
and waves with + k interact with wavea with ± 1 through the inter-
action Hamiltonian % H ･ Tne frcquency-ahifta arising from
tfttl
this interaction are auch that they conform to Eqe. (ft) and (d);
henoe the ahifta are always negative.
then





















When t(l)*|l| (k ≪|l|<k ), then K(l)/[15 £(1)J is constant





which, together with Eq. (e), yields Eq. (48) of the paper in
question.

